BRIXHAM YACHT CLUB (BYC)
COVID COMPLIANCE DOCUMENT
REQUIREMENTS for VISTING EVENTS at BYC
In force from 1 March 2021
Scope of this Document
1. The current version of this document applies if so stated to apply in the event Notice of Race
(NOR)
2. This document applies when organised amateur sporting events are permitted in Brixham
and Torbay waters and while covid regulations, restrictions or guidance apply
3. This document is subject to government covid legislation, regulations and guidance (the
legal rules) and this document will apply even if the legal rules are less restrictive than the
contents of this document
4. Competitors, support persons and Class officials shall expect the provisions of this document
to be enforced by BYC by the use of RRS 69
PPE
5. The Class shall supply sufficient face masks and gel for the use of competitors throughout
the event from arrival on site until departure
6. The Class shall require all support persons, accompanying families and Class officials to
provide their own face masks and gel throughout the event from arrival on site to departure
7. Each person shall wear a face mask while :
a) In any BYC or remote compound and, while launching or recovering boats or
assisting in same or watching same, on the launch slipway and between a BYC or
remote compound and the launch slipway
b) While transiting between the BYC or any remote compound and the BYC
Clubhouse
c) Inside the BYC Clubhouse except when eating or drinking.
8. These PPE requirements shall not apply if the person is exempt under a legal rule
SOCIAL DISTANCING
9. Each person shall comply with the legal rules at all times while on BYC premises or in or
between any BYC or remote compound from arrival at the event until departure
10. Unless otherwise permitted, each person shall only enter the Clubhouse to:
a) Visit the toilet facilities
b) Eat or drink
11. Entry to eat or drink is permitted only as follows:
a) Each “bubble” or single person shall pre-book a table by telephone 01803853332
b) Each “bubble” or single person shall, on entering the bar or restaurant, sit at the
allocated table, order from that table, order drinks only if ordering a substantial
meal, remain at that table until departure or for the purpose of visiting the toilet
facilities.

12. While in or near the BYC main compound, remote compound, between the same, or
between the same and the launch slipway, all persons shall stay in their own bubble and
maintain social distancing and shall not undertake any socialising or social activity
13. Persons not normally connected with a boat, undertaking repair work on a boat or its
equipment, trolleys or road trailers shall maintain social distancing wherever possible
14. On entering the BYC main or remote compound with a boat, the boat shall be placed on and
retained on its trolley, with the same placed on and retained on its road trailer (where a
road trailer is permitted). Once so placed, the boat, or boat and trolley shall not be removed
for any purpose, including washing, except for the purpose of launching.
15. A road trailer is permitted only if its allocated space is on the boundary of the BYC main or
remote compound
16. Each boat shall be distanced from any other boat by a distance of 1 metre beam to beam
and 1.5 metres fore and aft.
17. BYC officials may at any time:
a) Remove unauthorised road trailers
b) Move boats, trolleys and road trailers to enable compliance
18. A competitor, support person, friend or family of a competitor, or a Class official shall
comply at all times with the instructions of a BYC or race official, whose interpretation of this
document and/or the legal rules will be final.
Issued by Brixham Yacht Club
Organising Authority

